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Tupac’s Black Nationalism in his Music 

During the 1990’s, a Harlem born lyricist and rapper named Tupac Amaru Shakur gained 

popularity within the United States. Amid a period of turmoil between black communities and 

the government, Tupac’s music incorporated messages of empowerment and strength aimed at 

uplifting impoverished black neighborhoods which he perceived as “the trenches”.  His mother, 1

Afeni Shakur was a member of the Black Panther Party during his childhood, and the parties’ 

views on black equality in America affected the messages within Tupac’s music.  Intertwined 2

within the narratives told throughout his album are themes which emulate ideas of black 

nationalism. This type of nationalism espouses the idea of maintaining a black identity that is 

pronounced to be separate from other cultures in America.  Tupac used the black nationalist 3

principles of racial empowerment and economic autonomy in his music in order to convince 

black Americans within impoverished neighborhoods that a strong and unified black community 

was imperative to combating racial oppression in America during the 1990’s. 

Tupac distinguished inner city neighborhoods as distinct from other communities within 

America because of the problems that its inhabitants faced as a result of governmental neglect. 

By doing this he created a common identity of poverty amongst black people living in inner 

cities. He criticized Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton’s welfare policies that target black people 

1 Tupac Amaru Shakur, "2pac - BET Interview," by Ed Gordon, video file, 21:53, Youtube.com, accessed May 7, 
2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWNwvBrUUGQ. - 3:15 - 4:10 Tupac talks about separation between 
black and white communities, and says that after accruing wealth, he can no longer live in black communities.  
2 Clifford W. Mills, Tupac Shakur (New York: Chelsea House, 2007), 20-21, digital file. 
3 William Deburg, ed., Modern Black Nationalism: From Marcus Garvey to Louis Farrakhan (New York, NY: 
NYU Press, 1997), 4-5, accessed May 22, 2018, 
https://books.google.com/books/about/Modern_Black_Nationalism.html?id=hm4TCgAAQBAJ. 
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living in destitution, but promoted the idea that economic and social healing within these 

communities could be established by the will of the people who inhabit them.  In relation to 4

Ronald Reagan’s policies, he said: “How can Reagan live in the white house which has a lot of 

rooms and there be homelessness, and he’s talking about helping homeless?…Let them stay in 

the White House, then he’ll have people in the streets to help him with his ideas.”  Ronald 5

Reagan’s tax reform policy cut many federal social support programs for the poor, which 

devastated black families already living in poverty. During the first few years of his tax reform, 

the percent of blacks living in poverty increased from 32.4% 1980 to 34.2% in 1981.   Then this 6

attack on welfare is followed up by the passing of the Personal Responsibility and Work 

Opportunity Reconciliation Act drafted and passed by Bill Clinton. Within this Act, Clinton 

placed work requirements and time limits on welfare provided by the government, and promised 

to create government subsidized jobs in order to provide opportunity for welfare recipients to 

work.   However, by 1995 his requirement for welfare recipients to work in order to receive 7

benefits remained firm, while his promise to provide these jobs dissipated. Tupac criticized Bill 

Clinton in his song Letter to the President by saying: 

Cuttin' taxes, takin' off welfare 
We 'sposed to just sit here, go broke and die, starvin'?! 
Motherfuckers crazier than a motherfuckin' scout 
Nigga, this Thug Life, Westside, Outlaw Immortalz 
Nigga, we finna hustle 'til we come up  8

4 Tupac Amaru Shakur, "2Pac - 1994 Interview," by Abby Kearse, audio file, 05:15, Youtube.com, accessed May 
22, 2018, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMXzLhbWtmk&t=204s. 
5 Tupac interview at 17 years old-1988, accessed May 21, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YPj8l9uFl6k&t=1635s. 
6 John Herbers, "Poverty Rate, 14%, Termed Highest Since '67," The New York Times (New York, NY), 1982, 1. 
7  Martin Carcasson, "Ending Welfare as We Know It: President Clinton and the Rhetorical Transformation of the 
Anti-Welfare Culture," Rhetoric and Public Affairs 9, no. 4 (2006): 667-669, JSTOR. 
8 "Letter to the President," performed by Tupac Amaru Shakur. 
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Although the government did not support impoverished communities economically, 

Tupac insisted that they need not do so because “we finna hustle ‘til we come up.”  He endorsed 9

an idea of self-reliance in order for people living in impoverished communities to survive, 

despite the neglect of the government. His use of “we” in this song indicates a commonality 

amongst all of the people who are affected by the policies of Ronald Reagan and Clinton. He was 

saying that black people struggled together from the welfare reform policies passed by Reagan 

and Clinton, but would also gain wealth and leave poverty without aid from the government.  

Through his music, Tupac assimilated himself into the struggles of the impoverished 

community in order to show that neither wealth nor fame should separate black people from 

identifying with the struggles of being black. While rapping, the anger and vulgarity within his 

lyrics expresses the pain and suffering of black people who live in poverty. Despite his wealth, 

Tupac’s music remains authentic to the realities of lower class black Americans. He rapped 

about the violence and anger within inner city communities because “the one thing that [he has] 

in common [with] black people is that [they] share that poverty. [His] thug side is more closer to 

that poverty than [him] being rich.”  It would have been disingenuous of him to rap about a life 10

that did not involve guns or violence because that was the reality for people who lived within 

ghettos. He recognized these struggles and identified with black people living in the 

impoverished communities through his motto and philosophy of  “T.H.U.G. L.I.F.E.” which 

stands for The Hate U Gave Little Infants Fucks Everyone.  His philosophy/motto redefined the 11

9 Ibid  
10 Shakur, "2pac - BET Interview," video file. 
11  Karin L. Stanford, "Keepin' It Real in Hip Hop Politics: A Political Perspective of Tupac Shakur," Journal of 
Black Studies 42, no. 1 (January 2011): 16, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25780789?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=tupac&searchUri=%2Factio
n%2FdoBasicSearch%3Fgroup%3Dnone%26amp%3Bwc%3Don%26amp%3BQuery%3Dtupac%2B%26amp%3Bf
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meaning of the “thug” stereotype placed on black people. Instead of “thug” being a criminal or a 

menace to society, Tupac redefined the word to represent an oppressed person who comes from 

nothing and has to fight in order to live. In his music, he used “thug life” as a motto to reach 

black people within impoverished communities as well as black people who have made it out of 

poverty. Despite Tupac finding success and wealth through his rap career, he said “Now, when I 

say we, they (black people in inner city communities) know what I mean. I am a thug and they 

thugs, they can relate to that.”  He endorsed the idea that the struggle of being black in America, 12

was independent of the status and wealth of a black person. 

Tupac believed that community support amongst black people living within inner city 

neighborhoods was imperative to overcoming the reality of impoverishment. In 1991, Tupac 

released a song called Brenda’s Got a Baby, based on a true story that he read in the New York 

Times.  He rapped about the issue of child pregnancy through the experience of a young 12 year 13

old girl who is molested by her cousin and then neglected by the community around her for 

being a teenage mother. Brenda’s narrative within this song continues to worsen as she becomes 

isolated from the community around her, and when the child is born, she throws the baby down 

the trash chute. Brenda is portrayed as disillusioned in relation to the gravity of her pregnancy, 

and Tupac blamed her naivety on the lack of support that she receives from her community. He 

said: 

Now Brenda's gotta make her own way 

c%3Doff%26amp%3Bacc%3Don&refreqid=search%3A9e2cbcdfbd79db06a41a02dbcae33bcb&seq=1#page_scan_t
ab_contents. 
 
 
12 Shakur, "2pac - BET Interview," video file. 
13 “Brenda’s Got a Baby”, Tupac," Hip Hop and politics (blog), entry posted March 23, 2015, accessed May 8, 
2018, 
http://wordpress.clarku.edu/musc210-hhp/hip-hop-culture-politics-exploring-the-narrative-and-power-of-rap-lyrics/b
rendas-got-a-baby-tupac/. 
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Can't go to her family, they won't let her stay 
No money, no babysitter, she couldn't keep a job 
She tried to sell crack but end up gettin' robbed 
So now, what's next? There ain't nothin' left to sell 
So she sees sex as a way of leavin' hell 
It's payin' the rent, so she really can't complain 
Prostitute, found slain, and Brenda's her name 
She's got a baby.  14

 
There was a condemnation of the community around Brenda for their obvious lack of regard for 

a young child who was raped by her uncle. After she was abandoned by her parents, the 

community around her was her only hope of survival, a hope that remained unfulfilled. Tupac 

showed the dire consequences associated with separatism and lack of support within the black 

community, especially with the youth. Within inner city neighborhoods, especially when 

considering the youth, “it’s not about you taking care of YOUR child, it’s about you taking care 

of THESE children” he said.  Through Brenda’s got a Baby, Tupac portrayed the destructive 15

results of a fractured community in a sensuous manner in order to argue that harmony and 

selflessness amongst people within inner city neighborhoods would solve many of their problems 

that stem from impoverishment.  

In his song Changes, Tupac promoted an ideal of unity and mutual respect amongst black 

people who inhabit inner city communities as a way to battle systematic oppression and racism. 

He spoke directly to the black people living within the inner city, and condemns all of the people 

within the community who make a living at the expense of peace within the community. In doing 

this, he attempted to spark social change by changing the way that black people think about their 

role in gaining equality within America. He said: 

14 "Brenda's Got a Baby," written by Tupac Shakur. 
15 Tupac Amaru Shakur, "2pac: Words of wisdom - Talks about the black panthers and more in rare 1992 speech.," 
speech, 1992, video file, 06:08, Youtube.com, accessed May 21, 2018, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYkGvlYnWK8. 
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I got love for my brother but we can never go nowhere 
Unless we share with each other 
We gotta start makin' changes 
Learn to see me as a brother instead of two distant strangers 
And that's how it's supposed to be  16

 
In the first person point of view he placed authority for creating progress regarding the racial 

struggle in the hands of him and black people living within inner city communities who he 

grouped as “we”. He acknowledged that “we gotta start makin’ changes”  within the minds of 17

black people regarding the love for themselves and people within their community before further 

social change can occur.  

Tupac rejected the authority of the government within inner city neighborhoods, and 

promoted the ideal that governance and regulation of black communities should be organized by 

the people who inhabit them. He endorsed the idea that street gangs should regulate, rebuild and 

supply security for all of the communities’ inhabitants and in 1992 created the “Code of Thug 

Life.” Within this code Tupac set forth a list of rules that street gangs should follow in order to 

curb violence and sanctify inner city neighborhoods. He feared that violence and “turf warfare 

coupled with the government’s police terrorism”  would lead to the depopulation and 18

incarceration of individuals from black communities, which would, as a whole, weaken black 

people’s political and economic presence in America. Within this code Tupac capitalized on the 

presence and influence of street gangs on the community and said that “the boys in blue [police] 

don’t run nothing. Control the hood and make it safe for squares.”  In order to centralize power, 19

16 "Changes." Performed by Tupac Amaru Shakur.  
17 Ibid 
18 Jacob Hoye and Karolyn Ali, eds., Tupac Resurrection 1971 to 1996 (New York: Atria Books, 2003), 116. 
19 Karin L. Stanford, "Keepin' It Real in Hip Hop Politics: A Political Perspective of Tupac Shakur," Journal of 
Black Studies 42, no. 1 (January 2011): 17, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/25780789?Search=yes&resultItemClick=true&searchText=tupac&searchUri=%2Factio
n%2FdoBasicSearch%3Fgroup%3Dnone%26amp%3Bwc%3Don%26amp%3BQuery%3Dtupac%2B%26amp%3Bf
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he imbued responsibility into street gangs to sanctify the community. By creating a set of rules 

and regulations for the activities of gangso, Tupac wanted to moralize and politicize street gangs 

in order to organize and consolidate power within individual black neighborhoods. 

Through his music Tupac aimed to empower black people to advocate for themselves and 

rebel against institutional corruption. His album Strictly for my N.I.G.G.A.Z., is used as a means 

to strengthen black people to fight back against institutional maltreatment within their 

neighborhoods. In an interview on the set of MC Breed's Gotta Get Mine video shoot in 1993, 

Tupac said “seeing as the police really did really beat me down I figured I could talk about that, 

at least talk about how brothers need to fight back.”  Being a victim of police brutality, he used 20

his experience as a black man being violated by the police in order to publicly testify against 

police brutality, and encourage black people to fight back against corrupt police.  He dissuaded 21

people from coping with police brutality and prompted them to fight back. In Souljaz Revenge 

he said: 

It's mo' niggas than it's police 
Think (I hear ya!) 
One nigga, teach two niggas 
Teach three niggas, teach fo' niggas (I hear ya!) 
Teach mo' niggas, and we could run this shit! 
I hear ya!  22

 
Through unification and decisive action against the police department, he thought that the 

problem of police brutality can be solved. He spoke militantly in this song as a way to imbue 

strength within the black listener and encourage them not to accept maltreatment from police 

c%3Doff%26amp%3Bacc%3Don&refreqid=search%3A9e2cbcdfbd79db06a41a02dbcae33bcb&seq=1#page_scan_t
ab_contents 
20 Tupac Amaru Shakur, interview, Flint, MI, February 1993. 
21  Mills, Tupac Shakur. 46, digital file.. - Tupac filed a $10-million lawsuit against the Oakland Police department 
after being beaten by police for jaywalking. The case was settled for $43-thousand dollars 
22 "Souljaz Revenge," performed by Tupac Amaru Shakur. 
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without fighting back. Within this album he had intentions of inciting a rebellion against 

corruption within the police force and he says, “Cuz it’s like, we had the uprising in Los 

Angeles, we wanna make that like a catchfire type thing where it just reaches all over the country 

and brothers stop taking shit from these punk mafuckas and we just start striking back, so 

hopefully my album starts that.”  In reference to the LA riots, which precipitated from by the 23

police beating of Rodney King, Tupac wanted to harness the anger of the black people in order to 

unify them to rebel against institutional corruption.  24

Tupac Shakur was a political rapper who focused his music around the plight of black 

Americans who were living in destitution during the 1990’s. He infused contemporary political 

topics into his songs and spoke about the experience of growing up in the inner city ghettos 

through the lense of an impoverished black male. Through the body of his work, Tupac 

acknowledged the maltreatment of impoverished black communities from the government, but 

encouraged black people to become economically and socially less dependent upon them. In 

order to spark social change regarding the wealth and status of black people in America, Tupac 

promoted the idea of a strong and reliable black community that would be the foundation of any 

social movements. 

 

 

 

 

 

23 Shakur, interview. 
24 Janny Scott, "What Swayed the Jury?," LA Times (Los Angeles, CA), May 2, 1992, 1, accessed May 21, 2018, 
http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-me-riot-front-pages/. 
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